BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL CORE STRATEGY EXAMINATION – MARCH 2013
MATTER 9b
Further Evidence on Deliverability and Viability of Site Development.
1. The St Francis Group (“SFG”) have supplied a statement entitled Brantham Regeneration Area
Development Feasibility Analysis (appendix 1 to this Statement). This is a fair summary of the broad
discussions so far held on the site. It represents a snapshot at this point in time and has been provided
on a “without prejudice” basis. It does not fetter or commit the local planning authority or the
landowner to any particular course of action or scheme. It demonstrates that based upon the scenario
presented, that development is viable.
2. Some months ago SFG produced the development scenario as explained in the note and this is being
worked upon by a joint viability group, attended by specialist Viability experts from SFG, BDC and the
HCA/Atlas.
3. All of the costs mentioned in section 3 of the note have to be verified, and other models of
development, besides that explained at section 5, have to be explored. This is a complex and timeconsuming business, but constitutes the essential foundations to bringing forward development.
4.

There may be development models which reduce down the costs identified in section 3. A view also
has to be settled upon in relation to land costs, legals, funding and return on capital. The quid pro quo
for the residential side of the development package in employment terms needs to be defined further,
in terms of development on the ground and timescales. The impact of third-party land on the
development scenario needs to be understood.

5. The scenario put forward by the developer represents the maximum physically possible on the
landholding, but there may be lesser developments which require less Greenfield land and/or less
residential development on the employment land, and yet deliver worthwhile benefits.
6. All of this needs time to resolve, but the Council and the landowner are committed to the process.
Therefore the Council believes that confirming the draft policy CS6a, with the suggested proviso D, is
entirely appropriate.
7. The Inspector asked for the key elements of the policy to be included in a map, and this is shown on an
updated Map F, at appendix 2 to this statement.
Appendices:
1. St Francis Group’s Brantham Regeneration Area Development Feasibility Analysis, dated 27 March
2013.
2. Updated Map F, Brantham Regeneration Area Allocation, showing associated land, including Proviso D
land
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